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Abstract
A general survey of social software is presented with a focus in social music cataloging services. Two
example systems review and rating functionality are compared in detail. We observed a case of
distorted product ratings, where overactive fan base promoted a single album at the expense of others.
Despite the potential for unfair ratings, social cataloging systems are a promising form of
participatory media, challenging and complementing traditional, professional reviews used in print
media. Some suggestions are provided to issue the reliability and fairness of individual reviews.

1. Introduction
During the last few years, different kinds of social web applications have become
increasingly popular. There is nothing essentially new here: various community-driven
services, such as message forums, newsgroups and even social networking sites have been
available and used for years – even before WWW. However, recently the user-generated
content and metadata [6] combined with open application programming interfaces, intuitive
user interfaces often powered with Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML), and explicit
social network information have opened new possibilities and expanded user base for
innovative web applications.
In this assignment, we focus on a specific class of social software, namely music cataloging
services. Many studies about the usage patterns of social web applications have focused on
earlier communities, such as the bookmarking service del.icio.us1 [8], photo sharing service
Flickr2 [14], or news aggregator Digg3 [11], but music (and other) cataloging services have
some distinctive characteristics, especially focus on reviews and star-ratings. Keyword
tagging [8] can also be used, but because of a restricted domain, it is expected that tags are
used in a more limited way like musical genre classification compared to domainindependent folksonomies [15] that general-purpose sites (e.g. del.icio.us) tend to generate.
Our goal is to assess how reviews and ratings are used in different cataloging services, and
evaluate their general quality and reliability compared to traditional, professional reviews.
The evaluation and discussion of the services is based on general observations during 2007
by first author and side-by side comparison using multiple frameworks by second author.
This assignment is structured as follows: existing social software applications are reviewed in
Section 2. A detailed evaluation of selected social music cataloging services is provided in
Section 3. The results are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the assignment.
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2. Background
We review some existing types of social software applications, discuss their general
characteristics and distinguish social cataloging from others. We also provide example links
to some prominent applications. Exhaustive list would be impossible to make because new
kinds of social applications emerge constantly, not to mention the numerous clones of
existing ones.

2.1 Brief Review of Social Software
It is complicated to define exactly what constitutes a social software application, especially
because terms that are used to describe the applications itself are loose at best, starting from
the elusive “web 2.0” that is used to describe the modern web environment in general. We do
not attempt to give an exhaustive definition, but note that most social applications utilize a
form of public, distributed metadata that is created and maintained by user community. The
nature of this metadata, combined with the actual content disseminated in the application
determines how the application is used in a profound way. Blogs and wikis can be regarded
as special cases of social applications because the content and metadata are deeply related
(e.g. wiki category tags [28] are edited in the same structure as the actual content), linked (e.g.
blog posts linking to each other), and in some cases, almost indistinguishable (blog posts vs.
comment discussion).
Examples of content in social software are text (wikis, forums, blogs, microblogs,
messaging), pictures (e.g. Flickr, Picasa4), video clips (e.g. YouTube5, blip.tv6), content
aggregation (Digg, reddit7) bookmarks (del.ico.us, Clipmarks8), bibliographical information
(Bibsonomy9, CiteULike10), representations of abstract (43 Things11) or concrete items (ecommerce sites with user-generated reviews, social cataloging), or personalized profiles or
web pages provided by the social application environment (FaceBook12, Ning13) containing
any or all of above. However, it is essentially the public, distributed metadata that enables the
social aspect regardless of the particular application or content. This may include e.g. time-,
location-, or other structured metadata, tags or other semi/unstructured [3] metadata,
discussions or ratings related to the actual content, or social relations between users. Tags are
of specific interest, because they allow users to annotate content items with multiple
keywords in ad-hoc way, contrasted to traditional classification (cf. e-mail client or FAT-like
filesystem) where items are categorized or “filed” to a single category.
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When tags from different users are aggregated together, a folksonomy [15] emerges,
reflecting collective view of the most relevant concepts related to the resource. Tags can be
used for various purposes, such as topic information, content type, owner information,
category refinement, characteristics, self references or task organization. Even though tags
are based on personal preferences, it turns out that the aggregated proportions of each tag
stabilize over time [8]. Depending on the application interfaces, tags from different
applications can be aggregated together (e.g. Technorati14), providing collaborative content
filtering or ad-hoc semantic-like search functionality without an explicit, formal ontology
[13]. Nonetheless, there has also been critique [18] whether this aggregation works in
practice large-scale because of the unforeseeable diversity [14] in tag usage.

2.2 Social Cataloging and Rating Services
Social music cataloging has emerged along with other content-varying cataloging and rating
services, such as LibraryThing15 (books) and Flixter16 (movies). People can – and will –
catalog or rate virtually anything. Spalding [24] has observed cataloging sites for games,
comics, programs, wine, beer, and recipes among the 40 “direct” competitors to
LibraryThing. Also intangibles, such as goals (43 Things), words (Wordie17) or quotes
(Wikiquote18) can be cataloged. Perhaps the earliest form of online rating is related to
personal characteristics – for example, RateMyFace.com19, Rate My Professors20 and
multiple variations of the like have been online since 1999, but they have originally focused
merely on independent aggregated ratings, rather than the social aspects of user community.
In addition to independent, focused rating services, cataloging functionality can be embedded
as part of other social software applications. For example, Facebook contains many
applications (e.g. Flixter, Rate Your Music21, Shelfari22) that provide integration to thirdparty rating sites. It is likely that this embedding boosts the popularity of rating sites even
further, because users don’t have to login to multiple applications. Even Amazon and other ecommerce websites have a kind of social cataloging functionality, because users can submit
product reviews and lists. Compared to “open” cataloging services, this affects the way
ratings and especially tags are assigned to products [23]. It seems that people are more eager
to assign metadata to content items they regard as their “own” (i.e. filed in a collaborative
cataloging service with personalized content) compared to augmenting readily available
commercial product descriptions.
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Social cataloging allows keeping track of personal collections – essentially a public
bibliography [9] (which has traditionally been done offline if at all, perhaps with a
spreadsheet), connecting to people with similar taste, and pointing out new, previously
unheard material or missed “classics”. With LibraryThing, social cataloging has even been
used by public organizations as a way to publish their collections [2]. To our knowledge, this
hasn’t yet been done with music cataloging services, but advertisements related to the
cataloged items (e.g. links to record stores or auctions with more albums from the band) have
found their place along with user-generated metadata. Recommendations may emerge as a
useful side-functionality (e.g. lists like “best albums of 2007”, following popular tags, or
aggregated ratings [11]), but compared to services focused specifically on recommendations
such as MovieLens23 or commercially used recommendation systems such as Amazon’s
“Who Bought This Item Also Bought…”, social cataloging sites focus more on general
ratings, reviews, and other metadata, as wells as discussions and other social interaction
around the content items.

3. A Comparison of Social Music Cataloging Services
There are numerous music-related social cataloguing services available, from which we have
selected two – namely Rate Your Music (RYM) and Prog Archives24 (PA) – for detailed
evaluation. Both of them offer their users an opportunity to rate and review albums. However,
there are differences between the two, like the focus on the usage of the site and its approach
to reviewing. Other related but excluded services include Discogs25 - a community-built
music database focusing on electronic music with much similar functionality with RYM.
Amazon contains also some social functionality, such as user-submitted reviews, tags and
favorite lists. Metacritic26 aggregates existing reviews for music, movies and other media, but
is focused on professional critiques instead of user community. Many open music databases
most probably owe some of their content to AllMusic27, a commercial music database with
little community-driven functionality.
The sites are compared using the following eight attributes: library2.0’s [12] general
categories of look and feel, features, ease of use, community and social networking, Senko’s
[20] rating systems classification (stars, popularity, dual rating, value rating), Porter’s [17]
recommendation functionality evaluation (newness, time-sensitivity, popularity, personal and
social network relevance, authority-based, collaborative), Marlow’s [14] framework for
tagging support (tagging rights and support, aggregation, type of object, source of material,
resource and social connectivity), and finally evaluate how the service encourages users to
participate to overcome Nielsen’s [16] and others’ [21] considerations of participation
inequality. We will also give our general impression about the sites. We have evaluated the
sites independently, but since they share some commonalities the Prog Archives evaluation
focuses more on the differences of the two rather than stating the already discussed matters.
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3.1 Rate Your Music
Rate Your Music is a stylistically non-defined website which offers its users the ability to
catalog, tag and review musical albums. Its focus is mainly on the cataloging and tagging, but
there are some people who write more analytical reviews of the albums they own, so you
could say that RYM is aimed more at the average user than a professional reviewer. Rate
Your Music was founded in 2000 by Hossein Sharifi.
Look and feel
It is easy to see the driving principles behind Rate Your Music as soon as you arrive at the
site. Design of the site is simple and inviting and the social context is present from the
beginning in the form of ratings and reviews.
As you dwell deeper into the site you’ll find a community which actively presents new
content and renews/rejuvenates the old. There is also a quite active message board where
people discuss topics related to the site, music, and other matters.
Features
As a casual observer you can e.g. see other people’s lists of albums, ratings, other album
related statistics and read the discussion board. The option for interaction in a social context
is limited to a many to one outbound direction. This is of course natural since the community
doesn’t allow anonymous participation in the site.
If you register you are presented with a page where you can submit your personal
information and the artists/albums you want to deal with. After registration you are free to
participate in the community and have privileges to alter the content of the site.
RYM has a built-in system for searching albums and artists linked to them and vice versa. It
is utilized in the most part of the site’s social interaction (excluding the discussion board);
you can for example search users with the same albums and/or artists to your “compatibility
list”.
Ease of use
The site is easy to use and adopt, its structure is logical and the main functions are displayed
the way that they can easily be recognized by a casual user. Usability adds to the social
relevance of the site because it enables broader scope of users to participate in the
community, thus diversifying the underlying social structure.
Community and social networking
From the two sites evaluated here RYM is the one leaning more to social interaction and
networking than Prog Archives. This is evident in the sheer number of functions geared
towards the interaction of users and the whole concept (features, appearance, usability etc.)
of the site. Non-professional (meant as average user not a music-o-phile) nature of the site
appears more in the content of the site than the site itself.
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Another interesting aspect of the site is its connection to the basic concept of lifelogging
introduced in the metaverse roadmap. The basic concept of lifelogging is to capture, storage
and distribute everyday experiences and information for objects and people [22]. This can
easily be adapted to RYM where people share their thoughts and feelings towards music in a
specified moment of time.
Rating system
RYM employs a simple 5-star rating system (allowing half-stars) that can be applied to each
issue (vinyl, cd, remastered releases etc) of a given album. Ratings can be accompanied with
reviews, which vary both in length and quality from single-sentence reviews to more
extensive analyses. The ratings are aggregated with an undisclosed algorithm that accounts
weights to reviewers. According to the documentation of the site, the weights are affected by
the number of albums rated, the diversity of the ratings, the number of reviews written, and
the activity on the site. The system also gives lower weight to bursts of ratings for a
particular release to counteract fraud. The ratings are further aggregated to yearly top-lists,
representing a popularity rating system in Senko’s [20] classification.
Users are “rated” in the discussion forums using a simple value-rating system. User’s profile
information contains the number of message board posts, as well as the month user has
joined the community. Users are further divided to administrators, moderators and basic
users with varying authority to modify contents. More extensive modifications (e.g. adding a
completely new band or release, or adjusting band’s genre information) may require voting
or approval by a moderator.
Recommendation functionality
RYM provides a user-compatibility list based on ratings with other users, how other people
have rated the common items, and the relative sizes of the respective collections.
The system can also give automatic recommendations and members can manually
recommend albums to each other. Yearly top-lists, as well as continuing lists of most recent
ratings provide implicit recommendations. In Porter’s classification [17] these represent
recommendations by collaboration, social network relevance, popularity, and newness.
Tagging support
RYM supports a limited form of tagging where anyone can see specific user’s tags, but tags
from different users are not combined. In this way, tags in RYM are strictly for personal
information organization and – based on ad-hoc browsing – not generally used very often. In
Marlow’s [14] terminology, RYM provides blind self-tagging, no aggregation, objects being
tagged are musical releases, source of material is provided by the participants in RYM.
Resource connectivity is provided in lists (both automatically generated and user-specified).
Social connectivity is achieved with public friend relations and user lists. RYM allows also
users to assign multiple genres to bands and subsequently vote about “correct” genres,
resulting essentially to alternate tagging system. Because of the openness of the genre
assignment, popular bands may receive a multitude of genres. For example, the search page
of Metallica contains the following genres which may of may not represent the majority of
their work:
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thrash metal, speed metal, heavy metal, metal, hard rock, rock, heavy rock, arena
rock, thrash, progressive thrash, proto thrash, melodic thrash, nu-metal, melodic rock,
guitar metal, alternative metal, metal guitar, southern metal, bay area thrash,
heavy/thrash metal, southern rock, rock & roll, grind metal, grunge, classic rock,
symphonic metal, death metal, hair metal, punk, black metal, hardcore punk, novelty,
bachata, emo metal
Participation
RYM provides detailed statistics of user’s actions, including dates of all albums rated, lists
created, number of approved artists, releases, profiles, labels, votes, uploaded covers, release
corrections, and message board posts. Every album entry contains correction and image
upload history, as well as names of the members that have contributed to the site. Compared
to Wikipedia’s anonymity, RYM keeps all contributions fairly public. This publicity has both
positive and negative aspects, but probably encourages responsibility and accuracy with
posted metadata, as well as “invites” to contribute more, since even small actions are
numerically accounted.

3.2 Prog Archives
Prog Archives’ main focus is on reviewing and defining categories for the albums
specializing in progressive music (progressive rock, metal, electronic etc). Another goal of
the site is to function as a source of information, and towards these ends its social and
technical context is different from that of the Rate Your Music. Prog Archives was founded
in 2002 by Ronald Couture and Maxime Roy.
Look and feel
Prog Archives site is aimed to people who are interested in progressive music so it is more
committed to certain subculture than RYM. This shows in the appearance of the site and how
it conveys its purpose to the user. There are ratings & reviews in the homepage just like in
RYM but the overall feel of the site is a little more confusing. If you are interested in the
subject this isn’t a problem but for a random observer it can be a reason to leave.
After getting used to the structure of the site you will find out the vast resources of data
concerning progressive music and its subgenres, which is the purpose of the site.
Features
The features of the site are somewhat limited compared to RYM. You can rate & review the
album of your choice by registering to the site’s discussion board when you gain access to
the editorial functions of the site. Individual profiles show user’s reviews and ratings
distributed by sub-genre, but for instance one can not mark album ownership or create lists as
in Amazon or RYM.
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The focus of Prog Archives dictates its features as they are aimed more at the direction of
music and related tasks as a main focal point of the site. There is a nice feature with which
you can listen to streaming song samples from the website and as a side bonus, many of the
reviewed artists have a song or two that you can listen while reading their record reviews.
Ease of use
Compared to Rate My Music Prog Archives has a slightly less intuitive structure. This is not
to say that it is difficult to use the site but its appearance is more cluttered than RYM’s.
Furthermore there is some “musical” terminology which can be confusing if one is not
familiar with it.
In defense of PA must be said that it is a website for the fans of progressive music and it
doesn’t even try to be anything more. This commitment induces a reaction in a user where
the person can relate to the site better if he/she belongs to the same subculture. This is a
powerful motivator and behavioral model and quite common in the world of various music
related websites.
Community and social networking
Prog Archives takes completely different approach to social networking compared to Rate
Your Music where it is based more on features than the content of the site. PA encourages
user to take active role in the process of content creation and participate in the discussions.
These attributes are of course part of the Rate Your Music as well but more in the role of
secondary activity.
Since PA only has member profiles that function as identities in discussion forum it has to
create the sense of community in some other way than a list of people who like the same
bands. It does this by engaging users e.g. through forum, providing information and
introducing new bands via reviews and the site’s own “jukebox”. Cataloging of the albums
and artists is one of the prominent aspects in the PA community. It also differs from the
RYM approach as individual PA user does not primarily catalog his albums but defines the
niche for an individual artist/album.
Another aspect to set PA apart from RYM is their relation to submitted reviews. In RYM
reviews are secondary compared to rating and tagging of objects wherein the situation in PA
is just the opposite. In PA reviews play a major role in the contents infrastructure of the site.
They are written by “professionals” (site indicated) and normal users, this adds up to very
diverse and multi-faceted examination of the material at hand.
Rating system
Like RYM, PA features both star- and popularity based rating system, as well as reviews.
5-star ratings without half-stars are used for individual albums. The results are represented as
a chart with illustrative textual labels underlining the focus of the site: “Essential: a
masterpiece of progressive music”, “Excellent addition to any prog music collection”, “Good,
but non-essential”, “Collectors/fans only”, “Poor. Only for completionists”. It’s interesting to
note that despite the labels, some reviews may explicitly point out the overall quality of the
music in a positive way, such as “this is definitely not progressive, but it’s still good music”.
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The length of the reviews (and generally the amount of reviews in relation to merely starratings) is generally longer compared to RYM. The ratings are aggregated to yearly lists, but
also to sub-genre (e.g. Symphonic Prog, Progressive Metal) specific lists. According to
documentation of the site, the classic calculation of the average but more weight is affected
to the rating of progarchives.com collaborators and to rating with reviews is used.
Prog Archives employs an elaborate value-based rating system for users, featuring the
number of posts and join date like in RYM, but also a 5-level categorization that includes
newbie, groupie, senior member, collaborator/reviewer, and senior collaborator/admin.
Member’s status is denoted in reviews, but any registered member can post a review.
Recommendation functionality
PA provides limited recommendation functionality compared to RYM, since there are no
compatibility lists or explicit recommendations. However, the genre-based top-lists provide a
kind of personal preference (assuming the user in interested in specific sub-genre of
progressive music) recommendations that is not present in RYM. Other popularity and
newness recommendation aspects are comparable to those in RYM.
Tagging support
Prog Archives does not support user-specified tagging. All bands are assigned to the
classification of progressive music sub-genres (one band can belong only to one category).
The assignments to sub-genres (and the genres themselves) are not entirely stable. For
example, in the end of 2007 Prog Archives underwent a revision, where Art Rock sub-genre
was split to new genres and a few new, such as Tech/Extreme Prog Metal appeared. As for
individual bands, Porcupine Tree was moved from Psychedelic/Space Rock to Heavy Prog
and King Crimson was moved from Art Rock to Eclectic Prog among others. Genres are
most likely determined by top-level participators (genre teams) – the exact mechanism is not
clearly denoted in documentation, but the suggestions to both genre categorizations28 and
individual artist genres29 are frequently discussed in the forums. Resource connectivity is
limited to automatically generated lists. Social connectivity is limited to “buddy lists” in
discussion forums, but these are not shown in public profiles.
Participation
Prog Archives encourages users to participate with 5-level user categorization – the higher
level, more esteemed member of the community. However, to advance in levels may require
considerable activity and even dedication to the community. Because of the rather specific
musical orientation of the site, the initial threshold to register to the site is probably higher
compared to “all-encompassing” RYM.

4. Discussion
It is indisputable that social cataloging services benefit both producers and consumers of
music. Artists get direct feedback about the popularity of their work. Band profiles and
28
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albums can be linked to advertisements in a non-intrusive way, and marketing can be
directed to people that are likely to be interested (and probably buy a lot of records anyway –
why else catalog them in the first place). One might argue that even without explicit
advertising at all social cataloging systems boost sales of the albums and artists that are rated
high in the community.
However, the reliability and overall quality of the ratings and recommendations can be
questioned. Gillmor [7] stated that blogs have become a form way of participatory media,
complementary to traditional print media and broadcasting. Online music reviews in social
applications have clearly some similarity (but not necessarily authority) to professional
reviews in print media. Surowiecki [25] stated that the aggregation of information in large
and independent groups yields often to more accurate results compared to decisions done by
few or one “expert” decision maker. This can also be seen as a justification of folksonomies
– most popular tags related to a particular resource represent the collective (and in one sense,
“correct”) opinion of the user community. In general, this seems to work fairly well with
ratings, as can be seen from the following examples:
The albums regarded as best or worst (see Figure 1) seem to generate a nonsymmetrical,
almost power law –like distribution, reflecting a strong consensus in the community.

Figure 1. Ratings distribution of "Abbey Road" by The Beatles (Rate Your Music, 20.3.2008)

Most releases tend to generate normal-like distributions. In Figure 2, the average is near to
center as well, but obviously this doesn‘t have to be the case. Both in RYM and PA many
albums tend to generate a normal-like distribution with most votes around 3.5-4. This small
skewness towards the upper ratings could be explained by the fact that people tend to own
(and subsequently rate) albums that they like.
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Figure 2. Ratings distribution of "90125" by Yes (Prog Archives)

When band is relatively unknown but has a few active fans, it can get high ranks with very
few ratings. This can be detected with traditional statistic tests – whenever a release gets only
few rates, the validity of them should be questioned. An interesting case (see Figure 3) are
albums that generate an irregular distribution – no peak is clearly noticeable (although 3.5
stars seems to be one vote ahead of others in the example below, but that can be hardly called
as “peak” since both 2.5 and 5 stars have received 6 votes). This might either indicate that the
crowd has not “decided” yet – as the album get more votes, the results might later aggregate
either to a normal or to a power law –like [1] distribution. Another possibility is that the
release divides opinions – perhaps the record has received a lot of airplay due to marketing
and receives both positive and negative attention. In either case, these kinds of distributions
seem to be the surprisingly commonplace in RYM, especially with pop and eurodance
albums.

Figure 3. Ratings distribution of "No time to chill" by Scooter (Rate Your Music, 20.3.2008). Note the
non-existence of ratings with 2 or 3 stars.

As Yang [29] and others have noted, online rating systems are subject to manipulation, fraud,
and in general, unfair ratings. We encountered an illustrative example of this in a “rating
battle” between In Rainbows album by Radiohead and Talvikuningas by CMX. Radiohead is
highly popular English alternative rock band that has a considerable fan community in RYM
– to the extent that the band is explicitly noted in RYM FAQ about tips for posting new
topics in the forums:
Before you create a new topic, ask yourself if it will really spark a thoughtful
discussion. Your topic should be broad enough to let people voice various opinions
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yet specific enough so it doesn't diminish into nonsense. […] Just because your topic
is unique doesn't not mean it's new. For instance, "The Beatles vs. Motörhead" may
have never been done before, but the "this vs. that" formula is overused and gets old
after a while. Here are some of the most common topics that are irritatingly frequent:
• Band X (Beatles, Nirvana, Joy Division) are overrated
• Band X vs. Band Y
• Anything related to Radiohead, Nirvana, or The Beatles
• […]
On the other hand, CMX is an eminent Finnish rock band that also has a notable fan base in
Finland, but is virtually unknown elsewhere because or the Finnish lyrics. CMX released
their 12th album, Talvikuningas 5.9.2007 in a special limited box set that contained the
album along with high-quality lyrics and art book with only 8000 numbered copies (a
standard issue was released separately a few months later). Because the release was specially
directed for the fans, it got many top ratings in RYM (even though relatively few overall
ratings) and soared as #2 album for 2007 by the end of September 2007.

Figure 4. Ratings distribution of "Talvikuningas" by CMX (Rate Your Music, 20.3.2008)

Radiohead released their 7th album, In Rainbows 10.10.2007. It got immediately highly
positive reviews in RYM. The album circulation was boosted by Radiohead’s innovative
marketing strategy of releasing album on-line30 in digital, DRM-free format, allowing user to
choose the price to be paid for the download – “It’s really up to you” was noted in the
checkout page. The next day, In Rainbows soared as #3 album for 2007 with hundreds of
positive reviews, but Talvikuningas was still holding the second place with only tens of
mostly 5-star reviews.

30
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Figure 5. Ratings distribution of "In Rainbows" by Radiohead (Rate Your Music, 20.3.2008)

This created some confusion about the rating aggregation mechanism because the number of
ratings was so small, and apparently caused discontent among the most dedicated Radiohead
fans, who felt that In Rainbows should be at the top. As a result, over 10 0.5-star ratings with
infavorable reviews appeared to Talvikuningas. To make things worse, several 0.5 star
reviews appeard also to In Rainbows – apparently from resentful CMX fans. Additional
positive ratings were also added to Talvikuningas, e.g. one 5-star review noting “I dedicate
this rating to all Radiohead's fans”. Naturally, this was felt inappropriate by vast majority of
both CMX and Radiohead fans and was widely discussed in the RYM message board31. For
example, nick wehopethatyouchoke wrote on 11.10.2007:
i noticed a nasty little thing going on, that i thought was worth bringing to public
attention: the album Talvikuningas by obscure finnish band CMX is being kind of
hacked by some dumb RH fans with the obvious purpose to help "in rainbows" reach
the second spot for 2007.
they already did their job, as it was #2 this morning and now is #134...
specifically i'm referring to the users ___, ___ and ___, who rated "in rainbows" 5
stars, and, by sheer coincidence, gave the poor finnish 0.5 stars right away...
as you can guess by my nickname, i'm a huge RH fan myself, but i just can't stand
these kind of things.
In the subsequent discussion32 rachel noted that some of the negative reviews to
Talvikuningas were due to multiple accounts of the same person. Further, somebody who had
rated In Rainbows with 5 stars had given 0.5 stars to all other albums in the 2007 top 10 –list.
Multiple accounts are explicitly prohibited in RYM user guide, but otherwise it is an
extremely delicate or even impossible issue to determine if the review is “correct”, since it is
a matter of taste. RYM uses weighting to handle the problem, as site founder Sharifi points
out during the discussion:
31
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There are over 10 million ratings. If we actually allowed people to submit potentially
false ratings, then we would spend so much time trying to police the ratings that we
would never have time to enjoy the site or do anything else music-related here.
But more importantly, there would be tons of false accusations against people who
actually have listened to the music, and it would sour their experience on RYM (this
has happened many times in the past, and it's the reason why we don't allow "callout" threads. Often times, the accusers are completely wrong).
We have a system in place to filter out crap ratings, and it works amazingly well. I
wish we could simply display the weight next to each rating to prove it, but of course
that would allow people to more easily abuse the system.
During the following weeks, the debate subsided and In Rainbows is currently holding the
second rank for best albums for 2007, followed by Talvikuningas as the third. It seems that
the relatively high number of 0.5 star ratings did not severely affect the rank of
Talvikuningas (especially considering the total number of ratings, which is in completely
different scale compared to Radiohead). Nevertheless, the issue raises questions about the
validity and even comparability of aggregated ratings.
As a side note, In Rainbows was adopted with much less drama in Prog Archives (CMX is
not listed in PA). Radiohead is categorized in a sub-genre Crossover Prog, but In Rainbows
is not listed as a top album of the genre at all (earlier Radiohead album “Kid A” was listed as
the 15th best in its own category, reflecting the orientation to “progressive” music). As for
the yearly charts, In Rainbows ranked 34th best progressive album for 2007. It can be
concluded that active fan base, as well as the focus of the site has a huge effect on the
popularity of a particular release - as Radiohead fans in RYM have shown.

Figure 6. Ratings distribution of "In Rainbows" by Radiohead (Prog Archives, 20.3.2008)

Although the In Rainbows vs Talvikuningas -case can hardly be regarded a serious problem
in itself, it indicates a fundamental problem with collaborative rating systems in general.
Bustos [4] notes that review systems can be used for false – both positive and negative –
advertising by companies in a similar way as fake blogs [10] are used. Various methods have
been suggested to counteract manipulation of the ratings, such as the signal-based approach
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by Yang [29]. Bustos [4] suggests that a Amazon- or Digg-like dual rating system (e.g.
“Was this review useful to you?”) should be applied to social review systems more widely.
The rating battle can be seen as an example of a situation where “wisdom” of the crowds – a
fundament prerequisite for successful folksonomies – is questionable. Active fan base and
promotion of a single album at the expense of another blurred independency and diversity of
opinion of the reviewers, which are essential for successful group-based decision making,
along with decentralization and aggregation mechanisms [25], which were present. Reliable
ratings may also be distorted by the well-known mechanism of conformity [26]: sometimes
we go as far as converting to the majority opinion, but most of the time we just choose to
comply with it even if we don't believe it. For example, if 3498 RYM users have concluded
that Abbey Road deserves five stars, it is easy to lean to the more positive ratings. Salganik
[19] observed that this happens also with previously unknown songs: social influence
contributes to inequality, and – perhaps surprisingly – to unpredictability to success of
particular songs. The result has a resemblance to the popularity distribution of blogs [21] and
in general, connectivity distribution in any scale-free networks [1] – the power law.
From a business perspective, Clemons [5] argues that the amount of bad reviews does not
really matter, since the people giving bad reviews do not belong to target segment of the
product anyway. It’s the amount of good and excellent reviews that matter – in this case both
albums represented in the case are undoubtedly successful. As a minor effect from marketing
point of view, we note that numerous negative reviews do pull an album down in the top
charts, which could potentially result to less attention from casual users. In the case of
Talvikuningas, drop from #2 to #3 was of no consequence.
We conclude that social music rating systems provide a useful alternative to traditional,
professional reviews. The dependencies in social networks may polarize the popularity of
individual artists, but on the other hand, provide more diversity in “the long tail” side of the
distribution [21]. Unfair reviews and ratings is an issue that needs to be tackled. The
professional critiques in traditional media are to have lesser impact due to collective ratings,
but they are unlikely to be replaced completely. Rather, professional reviewers should be
recognized in community-driven systems as well (perhaps as authorities), as is partially done
in Prog Archives with user level categorization. While user-generated content can be of
surprisingly good quality (cf. Wikipedia [27]), professional reviews are still needed as well to
provide general credibility and quality to rating systems.

5. Conclusion
Social cataloging services benefit both producers and consumers of music. Artists get direct
feedback about the popularity of their work. Recommendation systems can be linked to
advertisements in a non-intrusive way to a potentially receptive audience. New bands can
promote themselves in an open environment. Users can keep track of their collections with a
stronger sense of community compared to “isolated” catalogs and socialize with people with
similar interests. Rating systems can also serve as a powerful recommendation mechanism by
different ranked lists or genre classifications.
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The general quality of ratings seems to depend on the community. For example, one could
argue that Prog Archives contains reviews of better quality compared to those in Rate Your
Music, but the reviews in PA are probably more useful only if the user is interested in
progressive music in the first place. As the size and popularity of the community grows, so
does the potential for abuse of the ratings. Users also shape the communication culture and
values of the community. In general, the “correctness” of individual reviews is extremely
hard to determine, because it is fundamentally a matter of taste. From the perspective of
group-based decision making, the validity of the decision can be questioned if the
independency of the reviewers is biased. Besides, one should remember that popularity does
not necessarily equal quality, which is a strong argument in favor of traditional,
“authoritative” reviews.
Despite the clear advantages of social cataloging, rating systems are prone to manipulation
and unfair reviews. It is technically rather easy to e.g. create multiple identities to boost
ratings for particular albums in a similar way to fake blogs or even spam. If the identities are
not real (i.e. bots), it is theoretically straightforward to filter them out, but a more ambiguous
case can be made from overactive fan base determined to vote their favorite album to the top.
Several methods have been suggested to alleviate the situation, such as assigning weights to
ratings, dual ratings to individual reviews, and detection of fake reviews based on users’
rating patterns, but clearly more research is needed to build trust on collaborative rating
systems and to make them a credible alternative for reviews in traditional media.
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